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UNBOUNDED COMPONENTS IN PARAMETER SPACE
OF RATIONAL MAPS

PETER M. MAKIENKO

Abstract. Using pinching deformations of Riemann surfaces, we give several
sufficient criteria for the space of quasiconformal deformations of rational map
R of degree d to have non-compact closure in the space Ratd of rational maps
of degree d modulo conjugation by Möbius transformations.

0. Introduction

Let d > 1 be an integer. Then the space of rational maps of degree d may be
identified with an open subset of CP 2d+1 via

R(z) =
adz

d + · · ·+ a0

bdzd + · · ·+ b0
→ [ad : · · · : a0 : bd : · · · : b0] ∈ CP 2d+1 − V (∆),

where V (∆) is the locus where the resultant of numerator and denominator van-
ishes. The group PSL2(C) of Möbius transformations acts on this space by conju-
gation, yielding a Hausdorff quotient space Ratd whose elements represent Möbius
conjugacy classes of rational maps degree d. In general, if Rn → R in Ratd, the dy-
namics of the limiting map R may be quite different from that of the Rn—consider
e.g. the complicated behavior in the quadratic family z2 + c. However, by work of
[MSS] and [L], one knows that there is an open dense subset W ⊂ Ratd consisting
of structurally stable maps such that if Rn, R ∈W and Rn → R, then the dynamics
of Rn converge to that R in the sense that there exist quasiconformal conjugacies
hn conjugating R to Rn such that hn → id. Thus, changes in the dynamics can
occur only on ∂W .

In this case when a sequence Rn is “unbounded”, the limiting dynamical system
R does not necessarily exist. As an example, consider z2 + cn with cn → ∞. For
n large enough the maps lie in a single component of W (the complement of the
Mandelbrot set) but no limiting quadratic map exists, regardless of how the maps
are normalized.

In this paper, we study the question of unboundedness of certain kinds of defor-
mation spaces associated with rational maps.
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Definition 0.1. Let R ∈ CP 2d+1 be a rational map. The component of J-stability
of R is the following space.

qcJ (R) =
{
F ∈ CP 2d+1 : there are neighborhoods UR and UF of J(R) and J(F ),
respectively and a quasiconformal homeomorphism hF : UR→UF such

that F = hF ◦R ◦ h−1
F

}/
PSL2(C).

If qcJ(R) has non-compact closure in Ratd, we say that qcJ(R) is unbounded.
Equivalently, qcJ(R) is unbounded if there is a sequence of Möbius conjugacy classes
in qcJ (R) such that any corresponding sequence of representatives inCP 2d+1−V (∆)
leaves every compact subset.

If R is hyperbolic (i.e. every critical point converges to an attracting cycle), then
qcJ(R) is known as the hyperbolic component containing R.

Definition 0.2. Let R ∈ CP 2d+1 be a rational map. The space of quasiconformal
deformations is defined as:

qc(R) =
{
F ∈ CP 2d+1 : there is a quasiconformal automorphism hF of the

Riemann sphere C such that F = hF ◦R ◦ h−1
F

}/
PSL2(C).

The subspace qc(R) is an everywhere dense subset of qcJ(R); the complement
consists of maps whose dynamics near the Julia set is essentially the same, but
whose critical points in the Fatou set behave in an essentially different way. In this
paper, we give conditions on the dynamics of a rational map R which imply that
the J-stable component of R is unbounded (see Theorem A below). Theorem A is
related to the following two problems:

1. (i) (C. McMullen [MM1]) If R is a rational map of degree d with connected Julia
set and no common periodic point on the boundary of two components of the Fatou
set, is the closure of the J-stable component of R compact in Ratd?

Recently C. McMullen reformulated this problem (see [MM2]) as follows.
(ii) Let R be a hyperbolic rational map. If the Julia set of R is a Sierpinski carpet,

is the closure of the J-stable component of R compact in Ratd?
The Julia set J(R) is a Sierpinski carpet means that J(R) is obtained from the
sphere by removing a countable dense set of open disks, bounded by disjoint Jordan
curves whose diameters tend to zero.

2. (J. Milnor [M]) Let d = 2. How can one decide whether a given hyperbolic
component has compact closure in Rat2 or whether it is unbounded?

To state our main theorems, we briefly recall a description of these quotient
Riemann surfaces, and the notion of an accessible point in the Julia set.

Quotient Riemann surfaces. Due to Sullivan [S] there are only 5 types of peri-
odic domains which can occur in the Fatou set for a rational map R. Furthermore
there exists a Riemann surface associated with each type of these domains.

The cases with a fundamental domain:
(1) Let D be an attractive periodic domain. Then the associated Riemann surface

TD is a torus with marked points a1, . . . , al, where ai correspond to those
orbits of critical points of the full orbit ofD which do not land at the attractive
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cycle. Denote by SD the surface TD\{a1, . . . , al} and by DR the full orbit of
D minus the closure of the full orbit of the set of critical points. Then there
is an unbranched covering

PD : DR → SD.

(2) Let D be a parabolic periodic domain. Then the associated Riemann surface
SpD is a twice punctured sphere with marked points a1, . . . , al, where ai again
correspond to the orbits of critical points of the full orbit of D. Denote by
SD the surface SpD\{a1, . . . , al} and by DR the full orbit of D minus the set
of full orbits of critical points. Then there is an unbranched covering

PD : DR → SD.

Foliated cases:
(1) Let D be a periodic Siegel disk of period k. Then associated Riemann sur-

face DD is the unit disk conformally isomorphic to D with marked points
a1, . . . , al+1 and is equipped with the cyclic group GD generated by a rota-
tion by angle 2πiα, where α is irrational and is determined by the dynamics of
R. Here the point a1 ∈ ∂DD. The points a2, . . . , al+1 ∈ DD\∂DD correspond
to the first hits of forward orbits of the critical points into D. The group GD

corresponds to the action Rk : D → D. Then there exists a branched covering
PD from the full orbit of D onto DD semi-conjugating Rk with the generator
of GD. The covering PD is branched over the points a2, . . . , al+1. Denote by
SD the surface DD\

{
a2, . . . , al+1

}
.

(2) Let D be a periodic Herman ring of period k. Then the associated Riemann
surface HD is a circular ring conformally equivalent to D with marked points
a1, . . . , al+2 and is equipped with the cyclic group GD generated by rotation
by angle 2πiα, where α is irrational and is determined by the dynamics of R.
Here the points a1 and a2 belong to different components of ∂HD. The points
a3, . . . , al+2 correspond to the first hits of forward orbits of critical points.
The group GD corresponds to the action Rk : D → D. Then there exists
a branched covering PD from the full orbit of D onto HD semi-conjugating
Rk with the generator of GD. The covering PD is branched over the points
a3, . . . , al+2. Denote by SD the surface HD\

{
a3, . . . , al+2

}
.

(3) Let D be a superattractive periodic domain of period k. Then the associated
Riemann surface SD is a circular ring with marked points a1, . . . , al+2 and
equipped with the group GD generated by rotations by angles 2πiα, α =
1
δn , n = 1, 2, . . . , where δ is the local degree of Rk at the superattractive
point. Here points a1 and a2 belong to different components of ∂SD and all
points a1, . . . , al+2 correspond to the forward orbits of critical points. In this
case there is no map from the full orbit of D onto SD.

In the last three cases, the Riemann surface is foliated by concentric circles.
Denote by SR the disjoint union tSD. Let FR be the Fatou set F(R) minus the

full orbits of all superattractive periodic domains together with the closure of the
full orbit of all critical points into SR. Then there exists an unbranched covering
PR : FR → SR.

Accesses.

Definition 0.3. Let D ⊂ C be an open subset. Then a point x ∈ ∂D is called
accessible if there exists an arc (path) γ ∈ D landing at x.
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Let x ∈ ∂D be a periodic point accessible from D. Let ω1 and ω2 ⊂ D be two
arcs (paths) landing at the point x. Then ω1 is equivalent to ω2 if these two paths
are homotopic by a homotopy leaving the boundary of D fixed. The equivalence
class of an arc ω ⊂ D landing at the point x ∈ ∂D is called an access to x from D
and is denoted by (x, [ω]).

Let D ⊂ F(R) be an attractive (parabolic) periodic domain of a given rational
map R. Let γ ⊂ SD be a closed simple geodesic. Then a connected component
β ∈ P−1

R (γ)∩D is called a main component of the lift of γ if β lands at the attractive
(parabolic) periodic point.

An access (x, [ω]) is called geodesic if there is a geodesic γ ⊂ SD and a main
component β of the lift of γ such that (x, [β]) is equivalent to (x, [ω]).

A periodic point x ∈ ∂D is called geodesically accessible if x admits a geodesic
access from D.

We call two geodesic accesses (x, [β]) and (y, [β1]) independent if two geodesics
γ and γ1 ⊂ SR corresponding to these accesses are either mutually disjoint or
coincide.

Main results. Consider the following sets of rational maps.

W1 = {rational maps R with disconnected Julia set}
W2 = {rational maps R with connected Julia set such that there is a periodic

component D of the Fatou set and a periodic point x ∈ ∂D having more

than one access from D}
W3 = {rational maps R with connected Julia set having two periodic components

D1 and D2 of the Fatou set such that the intersection ∂D1∩∂D2 contains

two periodic points x and y accessible from both D1 and D2}

Theorem A. Let R be a rational map of degree d.
(1) Let R ∈W1. Then the component of J-stability qcJ(R) is unbounded.
(2) Let R ∈W2∪W3. Assume there is a map R1 ∈ qcJ(R) such that the accesses

in the definitions of W2 and W3 are geodesic and independent for R1. Then
qcJ (R) is unbounded.

Corollary A. Let R ∈ W2 ∪W3 be of degree d. Then there is an integer N(R)
such that qcJ(Rn) is unbounded for all n divisible by N(R).

The following example shows that N(R) can be greater than 1.

Example A. Let R be a rational map of degree d with a completely invariant
parabolic domain D. Assume that J(R) is connected and SpD is a twice punctured
sphere with only one marked point. Then the closure of the space qc(R) is bounded
in the space Ratd. Moreover,

(1) if deg(R) = 2, then qcJ (R) is bounded;
(2) if deg(R) = 2 and R has an attractive periodic point of a period p > 1, then

qcJ (Rp) is unbounded.

The condition in Theorem A is based on the existence of a geodesic access for
the corresponding periodic points. However it is easy to see that periodic points
may be non-geodesically accessible even when the Julia set is a Jordan curve. We
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study the existence of independent geodesic accesses for the maps in W2 and W3

(see Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 below). This leads us to the following results.
Let L(A) be the length (period) of a periodic set A determined by a rational

map R.

Theorem B. Let R ∈ W3 be a rational map of degree d and let D1 and D2

be attracting or superattracting periodic domains of R. Let dji be the degrees of
the restrictions R|Dij , where Di

j = Ri(Dj), j = 1, 2. Assume that L(x), L(y) ≤
min(L(D1), L(D2)) and

dj1d
j
2 . . . d

j
L(Dj)−1 − 1

2
≤

L(Dj)∑
i=1

(dji − 1), for j = 1, 2.

Then qcJ(R) is unbounded.

Corollary B. Let R ∈W3 be a rational map of degree d and let the domains D1

and D2 be attracting (superattracting) and invariant. Assume that x and y are fixed
points. Then qcJ(R) is unbounded.

Theorem C. Let R ∈ W2. Let D be the domain and x be the point from the
definition of W2. Assume that

(1) the domain D is attracting (superattracting) and L(x) ≤ L(D),
(2) Let di be the degrees of the restrictions R|Di , where Di = Ri(D). Suppose

di = 1 for all i except i0.
Then qcJ(R) is unbounded.

Corollary C. Let R be a rational map of degree d with a completely invariant
domain D. Assume that the fixed points of R are non-indifferent. Then qcJ(R) is
unbounded.

Outline of proof. The main tool to prove the above theorems is application of
the pinching construction to the Riemann surfaces associated with rational maps.

Let SR be the Riemann surface associated with a rational map R. Let S be
a component of SR equipped with the canonical hyperbolic metric and let γ ⊂ S
be a closed, simple (without self-intersection) geodesic (or a leaf of foliation in the
case of foliated Riemann surface, see Remark 1 below). Then there is (see [Str]) a
small annular neighborhood Aγ ⊂ S of γ and a conformal map h : C → A from
the standard ring C = {z : 1/r < |z| < r} onto A such that h−1(γ) = {z : |z| = 1}.
Then the modulus m(A) of A is given by ln(r)/π.

Consider the quasiconformal map F (z) = z|z|. Let Cn = F−n(C). Then Cn+1 ⊂
Cn. Denote by µn the Beltrami differential of Fn on Cn and consider on C the new
Beltrami differentials νn by

νn =


0 on C\C1;
µi on Ci\Ci+1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1;
µn on Cn.

Now transfer νn to the full orbit of D by means of h and the covering PR.
Extend νn by zero to the Riemann sphere to obtain a sequence ωn of Beltrami
differentials on C invariant with respect to the map R (that is ωn(R(z))R′(z) =
ωn(z)R′(z)). The Measurable Riemann Mapping Theorem ([Ab]) then provides a
sequence Hn of quasiconformal automorphisms of the Riemann sphere such that the
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maps Rn = Hn ◦R ◦H−1
n are rational. If for some normalization (for {Hn}) there

exists a subsequence {Rnj} converging to a map R∞ such that deg(R∞) = deg(R),
then we call R∞ a pinching deformation of R along the geodesic γ and denote
this map by Rγ . The sequences Rn and Hn of rational maps and quasiconformal
homeomorphisms we call the pinching sequences of maps and homeomorphisms,
respectively.

Roughly speaking, we use Remark 3 below to show that pinching deformations
shrink independent accesses to points and that we loose in the limit a portion of the
Julia set, contradicting the assumption that Rn converges. Thus we add one more
line to Sullivan’s dictionary between Kleinian groups and Holomorphic dynamics.
Later on, Kevin Pilgrim ([Pil]) pointed out the following analogy:

Independent accesses in Theorem A correspond to cylinders for hyperbolic three
manifolds.

From this point of view a reformulation of the question (1) (version (ii)) trans-
lates a well-known Thurston compactness result for convex cocompact geometri-
cally finite hyperbolic acylindrical three-manifolds with non-empty incompressible
boundary (see [Thu]).

Remarks.

Remark 1. In the foliated cases a geodesic always means a leaf of the foliation.
Hence, the pinching deformation is well defined since F (z) commutes with the
rotation of the annulus C.

Remark 2. Assume that there exists a collection of simple closed geodesics
γ1, . . . , γn on S such that γi ∩ γj = ∅ for i 6= j. Then the pinching deformations
may be defined along these geodesics simultaneously. If the pinching deformation
of R along γ1, . . . , γn exists, we denote it by Rγ1,...,γn . (Note: The deformations
depend on A1, A2, . . . .)

Remark 3. Let An be h−1(Cn) and suppose Ψn : S → SRn is a quasiconformal
homeomorphism with dilatation equal to νn. Then it is easy to show that moduli
of the annuli Bn ∪ Bn′ = Ψn(An\An+1) coincide and are equal to ln(r)/2π for all
n. Furthermore the maps Ψi ◦Ψ−1

n are conformal on both components Kn and Kn
′

of Ψn(A\An+1) for all i ≥ n+ 1, and

m(Kn),m(Kn
′) ≥

n∑
i=0

m(Bi) =
n ln(r)

2π
.

In particular, the maps Ψi ◦Ψ−1
n are conformal on {Ψn(S\A)} ∪ {Kn ∪Kn

′} for
all i ≥ n+ 1.

We conclude the introduction with the following useful lemma whose proof is
an application of the quasiconformal surgery of A. Douady and J. Hubbard ([DH])
and M. Shishikura ([Sh]).

Lemma 1. Let R be a rational map and let D ⊂ F(R) be an attractive (superat-
tractive) or parabolic periodic domain. Denote by di the degree of the restriction
R|Di , where Di = Ri(D). Then there is a rational map R1 ⊂ qcJ(R) and a home-
omorphism h : J(R)→ J(R1) conjugating R to R1 such that

(1) the domain D1 ⊂ F(R1) bounded by h(∂D) is attracting or parabolic, respec-
tively;
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(2) in the case of the connected Julia set, for any i the domains Di
1 = R(D1)

contain di−1 simple critical points of R1 and their forward orbits are infinite;
(3) there are no critical points in

⋃k
i=1{Ri1(D1)} having intersecting forward or-

bits.

Contents. In §1, we prove Theorem A and Corollary A. In §2, we prove the claims
in Example A. §3 and §4 prove Theorems B and C as well as Corollaries B and C.

Remark 4. This paper is based on the preprint of 1993, [Mak1].

1. Proofs of Theorem A and Corollary A

We start with the next simple lemma.

Lemma 1.1. Let R be a rational map and γ1, . . . , γn ∈ SR be a collection of simple
closed geodesics (or leafs of invariant foliations) such that γi ∩ γj = ∅ for i 6= j.
Assume that there is no pinching deformation along γ1, . . . , γn. Then qcJ(R) is
unbounded.

Proof. Choose some normalization for the pinching sequence {Hn} of quasiconfor-
mal homeomorphisms and assume that qcJ(R) has compact closure in Ratd. Then
there exists a sequence {gi} of Möbius maps and a subsequence {Hni} such that
the maps Ri = gi ◦Hni ◦ R ◦H−1

ni ◦ g
−1
i converge to a rational map R∞ of degree

d = deg(R). The critical and fixed points of Rnj converge respectively to critical
and fixed points of R∞. Now, let c1, c2, c3 be different critical points of R∞ (or
critical points and critical values if R∞ does not have 3 different critical points, or
critical points and fixed point if R∞ is conjugated with z → zd or z → 1

zd
) and

let x1, x2, x3 be corresponding points for R such that gi ◦ Hni(xj) → cj , respec-
tively. Now choose a new normalization for Hn, namely: Hn = αn ◦ Ψn, where
Ψn(xj) = xj . Then gi ◦αni(xj)→ cj and hence lim(gi ◦αni) = g0 does exist and g0

is a non-degenerate Möbius map. We conclude that Ψni ◦R ◦Ψ−1
ni → g−1

0 ◦R∞ ◦ g0,
contradicting the assumption that there is no pinching deformation. �

Next, we divide the proof of Theorem A into 3 cases, according to whether R
belongs to W1, W2, or W3.

1) R ∈W1. To start with we assume that F(R) contains a cycle of Herman rings
of period k. Let D be a component of this cycle and l ⊂ D be a leaf of the invariant
foliation which does not intersects orbits of the critical points of R. Let A ⊂ D be
a small invariant ring neighborhood of l and Rn and hn be the pinching sequences
of rational maps and quasiconformal homeomorphisms, respectively. Assume that
for some normalization there is a limit map R∞ of the same degree as R. Then the
maps hn on C1 ∪C2 = D\A form normal families of conformal maps. Indeed, as in
Lemma 1.1 above, consider triples of points c1, c2, c3 and x1, x2, x3 for maps R and
R∞, respectively with hn(ci)→ xi (arguments are up to a subsequence). Then the
functions from the following family

fn =
hn(z)− hn(c1)
hn(z)− hn(c2)

hn(c3)− hn(c2)
hn(c3)− hn(c1)

omit the values 0, 1 and ∞ on C− {
⋃
i ci}.

We show that in one of the families Fi = {hn|Ci}, i = 1, 2, all limits are constants.
Indeed, assume, say F1, has a non-constant limit map H∞ and {Hnj} → H∞ is a
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convergent sequence. Then

Rk∞(H∞(C1)) = H∞(C1)

and H∞(C1) is an annulus with definite modulus. But the moduli m(Hnj (A))→∞
and thus the spherical diameter of Hnj (C2) tends to zero. Hence all limit maps for
F2 are constants. We need the following lemma.

Lemma 1.2. Let R be a rational map of degree d. Let Perk,n(R) be the set of
periodic points of the period l with k ≤ l ≤ n. Then there is an integer NR such
that

(1) the set Perk,n(R) consists of repelling periodic points for any n ≥ k ≥ NR;
(2) for any N1 ≥ N ≥ NR, there is a neighborhood UN,N1 ⊂ CP 2d+1 of R such

that

card(Perk,n(F )) = card(Perk,n(R))

for all N ≤ k ≤ n ≤ N1 and F ∈ UN,N1;
(3) for any given N1 ≥ N ≥ NR as well Fi ∈ UN,N1 and {Fi} → R, then

Perk,n(Fi)→ Perk,n(R)

uniformly. Moreover for all sufficiently large i there are homeomorphisms fi
mapping the sets Perk,n(Fi) onto Perk,n(R) and conjugating the action R
with the action Fi. The homeomorphisms fi depend continuously on Fi and
fi → id as i→∞.

Proof. The number of non-repelling points of R is bounded and this gives (1). The
cases (2) and (3) follow by analyzing the solutions of the equation

Fmt (z)− z = 0, for N ≤ k ≤ m ≤ n ≤ N1,

where Ft(z) ∈ UN,N1 and UN,N1 is a neighborhood such that all solutions of the
equation above with the initial conditions

Fm0 (z0) = Rm(z0) = z0, for z0 ∈ Perk,n(R)

are well defined on UN,N1. �

Now we return back to Theorem A. We have that all limit functions of one of the
families Fi are constants. Then the spherical diameter of one of the components Bj1
and Bj2 of hnj (C\A) tends to 0 as nj →∞ for any convergent subsequence {hnj} ⊂
{hn}. Let diam(Bj1)→ 0 and let x and y be different points of Perk,n(R)∩B1 with
k ≥ NR∞ . Then by the above construction we have xj = hnj (x) and yj = hnj (y) ∈
Perk,n(Rnj ) ∩ B

j
1. Therefore limi→∞ xji = limi→∞ yji for some {ji} ⊂ {j}. This

contradicts Lemma 1.2.
Now we examine the general case. Let D be a non-simply connected Fatou

component and O be the periodic component of the forward orbit of D. Then O is
either attractive (superattractive), parabolic, or Siegel. Let O = Rk(D).

Assume first that there is a Jordan curve γ ⊂ O (in the Siegel case γ is a leaf of
foliation) satisfying:

(1) there exists a small ring neighborhood A ⊂ D of γ such that Rn|A is univalent
for all n ≥ 1;

(2) there is a component Ω ⊂
⋃
nR
−n(A) separating components of ∂D;

(3) Rn(A) ∩Rm(A) = ∅ for any n 6= m in the parabolic and attractive cases.
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Claim. The space qc(R) is unbounded.

Proof of the claim. Conditions (1), (2), and (3) imply that the projection PR(γ) ⊂
SR is a closed Jordan curve. We may assume γ is a geodesic. Under assumption
(2) there exists a component O1 ⊂ D of P−1

R (SR\PR(A)) separating components of
∂D. Let hn and Rn be the pinching sequences of quasiconformal homeomorphisms
and rational maps, determined by γ. Suppose there is a limit map R∞ of degree d =
deg(R). Then there is a subsequence {nj} ⊂ {n} such that the family F = {hnj |O1}
is normal. Lemma 1.2 implies that all limit maps of F cannot be constants. Let H∞
be a limit map and Q a component of F(R∞) containing the set Q1 = H∞(O1).
Then Q1 separates components of ∂Q.

Remark 3 implies that for any N there exists N1 such that for any fixed s ≥ N1

the maps

ψj = hij ◦ h−1
s

are conformal on the component Os ⊂ F(Rs) containing the set hs(O1) and the
set Os\hs(O1) consists of the rings Bl, l = 1, . . . , k, k ≥ 2 with moduli m(Bs) ≥ N .
Therefore, if Ψ∞ is a limit map for ψj , then

Ψ∞|hs(O1) = H∞ ◦ h−1
s |hs(O1).

Moreover any component of C\H∞(O1) contains a ring Cl = Ψ∞(Bl) for some l
and ∂Cl ∩H∞(O1) ⊂ ∂H∞(O1). We conclude that the set C\Q consists of a finite
number of points since the moduli of Cl may be arbitrarily large. This contradicts
Lemma 1.2. �

Now we show an existence of a rational map R1 ⊂ qcJ(R) and a curve γ ⊂ F(R1)
satisfying conditions (1), (2), and (3).

Let O be a Siegel disk. Define γ to be an invariant leaf whose interior (up to a
Möbius change of coordinates) contains all first hits of forward orbits of the critical
points of the full orbit of O. Note that in our case the full orbit of O contains at
least two critical points. Then passing to the branched covering Rk : D → O it is
easy to see that γ satisfies conditions (1), (2), and (3).

Let O be an attractive periodic domain of the period k. Then we define γ to be
the boundary of a small disk neighborhood U of an attractive periodic point such
that R(U) ⊂ U and R|U is univalent. Then (1) and (3) are satisfied. We now show
(2). If O is not simply connected, then there is an iterated preimage of γ separating
components of ∂O and (2) is satisfied.

If O is simply connected, then all components of R−n(U) ∩D are simply con-
nected for any n. Let Un be a component of R−n(U)∩D containing all first hits of
the forward orbits of critical points from the full orbit of O. Consider the branched
covering Rm : D → O. Then ∂Un is homotopic to ∂O, thus R−l(∂Un) is homotopic
to ∂D and (2) is satisfied.

The superattractive case is reduced to the attractive one by Lemma 1.
Let O be a parabolic periodic domain. Then by Lemma 1 we have a map

R1 ∈ qcJ (R) and a homeomorphism h : J(R)→ J(R1) such that
(1) the component O1 bounded by h(∂O) is parabolic, and
(2) the sets of forward orbits of critical values belonging to the forward orbit of

O1 are mutually disjoint.
Then by [Mak, Theorem 1] there is a horoneighborhood U ⊂ O1 of the parabolic
point such that
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(1) R|U is univalent, R(U) ⊂ U and
(2) U\R(U) contains all first hits of the orbits of critical values from the full orbit

of O1.
Let γ ⊂ U\R(U) be a closed Jordan curve whose interior contains all first hits

from (2). Again consider the branched coveringRl : D1 → O1, whereD1 is bounded
by h(∂D). Then we conclude that γ satisfies (1), (2), and (3) since the interior of
γ contains all critical values of this covering and π1(D1) 6= 1.

The case R ∈W1 is proved.

2) R ∈W2. We start with Maskit inequalities.

Lemma 1.3 (The Maskit inequalities). Let S be a hyperbolic surface of finite topo-
logical type (that is π1(S) is finitely generated) and γ be a simple closed geodesic
on S. If A is a ring neighborhood of γ in S, let m(A) be the extremal length of the
family of all rectifiable curves in A freely homotopic to γ. Then

1) Lγ ≤ 2πm(A) ≤ πLγ exp(Lγ/2), where Lγ is the length of γ.
2) Let T be a torus and p : C\{0} → T the unbranched covering with the covering

group G = 〈g = λz〉, for some |λ| > 1. Let [c] be a generator of π1(C\{0}) repre-
sented by a curve c with counterclockwise orientation. Let Σ,Γ be the generators of
the fundamental group of the torus T such that

p∗(g) = Γ, p∗([c]) = Σ.

Let γ be a simple closed Jordan curve homologous to a loop Σ−pΓq. Then the lifting
p−1(γ) consists of q curves γ1, . . . , γq. If A ⊂ T is a small ring neighborhood of γ,
then

ln2 |λ|+ (arg(λ) − 2πp/q)2

2π ln |λ| ≤ m(A).

The number p/q is called the combinatorial rotation number of the curves γ1, . . . , γq
with respect to the point z = 0.

If |λ| < 1, then in the above terms we have that

ln2 |λ|+ (arg(λ) + 2πp/q)2

2π ln |λ| ≤ m(A),

and the combinatorial rotation number of curves γ1, . . . , γq with respect to the point
z = 0 is equal to −p/q. In other words, the combinatorial rotation numbers α0, α∞
of the curves γ1, . . . , γq with respect to 0 and ∞, respectively, satisfy the equation

α0 + α∞ = 0.

3) Let B be a topological ring in C\{0} separating 0 and ∞ and suppose gn(B)∩
B = ∅ for some g(z) = λz, |λ| > 1, and any n. If B is conformally equivalent to
A, then

2π
ln |λ| ≤ m(A).

Moreover all above inequalities are quasiconformally quasinvariant.

Proof. See [Mas1], [Mas2]. The case (1) is the corollary of the well known collar
lemma. The cases (2) and (3) are results of comparison of m(B) with the Euclidean
metric on A. �
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Proposition 1.1. Let R be a rational map and D be an attractive (parabolic)
periodic domain. Let SD ⊂ SR be the Riemann surface associated with D and
γ1, . . . , γn closed simple geodesics on SD with non-empty sets of main components
and γi ∩ γj = ∅ for i 6= j. Assume the pinching deformation Rγ1,...,γn does exist.
Then there is a continuous map h : D → C such that h is a diffeomorphism on
D\P−1(γ1, . . . , γn) and

h ◦R = Rγ1,...,γn ◦ h.

Proof. Without loss of generality we can analyze the case with only one geodesic
γ ⊂ SD.

Choose some ring neighborhood A ⊂ SD of γ. Let Dj , j = 1, . . . ,m be
the components of D\P−1

R (A) touching the attractive (parabolic) point
z0 ∈ D(z0 ∈ ∂D). Then there is an integer k such that for any l ≥ 1, Rkl(Dj) = Dj

and each Dj contains at least one critical point of Rkl. Consider pinching sequences
of quasiconformal maps hi. Then there is a subsequence {il} ⊂ {i} such that fami-
lies Fj = {hil |Dj} are normal. Note that we can assume that the sequence {hil |Dj}
is convergent for any j. If Rl = hil ◦ R ◦ h−1

il
and zl = hil(z0), then the limit

x = lim zl is a parabolic periodic point. To see this, if zl are parabolic periodic
points, then x is parabolic obviously. Now assume that zl are attractive points.
Consider the geodesic γ. Since γ has main components, γ is homotopic to a loop
Σ−pΓq (see the Maskit inequalities (2)) with non-zero q. Then by Remark 3 and the
Maskit inequalities (2) we see the multiplier of the point x is equal to exp(−2πipq ).

Denote by Hj the limit maps for {hil |Dj}, respectively. Then for all j these
maps satisfy:

(i) Hj 6= const,
(ii) if Rk(Di) = Dj, then

Hj ◦Rk = Rkγ ◦Hi.

To prove (i), suppose Hj = a for some j and number a ∈ C. The region Dj contains
a critical point of Rnγ , thus a has to be a critical point for Rnγ . The point x must
coincide with a. Then a is a periodic point for Rnγ , contradicting the parabolicity
of x.

(ii) is obvious.
Denote byOj the component of F(Rγ) containingHj(Dj). Then all these compo-

nents touch the point x = H1(z0) = · · · = Hm(z0) and Oj belongs to the immediate
basin of attraction of x for each j = 1, . . . ,m.

Claim. The set Oi\Hi(Di) consists of the full orbit of two, invariant under Rn=lk
γ ,

topological disks wi1 and wi2 both touching the point x. These disks are called petals
of the point x in Oi.

Proof of Claim. To start with we show that Oi\Hi(Di) does not contain critical
points. Otherwise Hi induces a conformal map H∗i from the component B ⊂ SD\A
into SOi (or from components B1 and B2 ⊂ SD\A in the parabolic case) such that
there is a component of SOi\H∗i (B) containing a marked point α. By definition
of the pinching deformation we know that the maps ϕj = hj ◦ h−1

s are induced
by the maps Φj = Ψj ◦ Ψ−1

s (see Remark 3) which are conformal on the rings
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Ks ∪K ′s ⊂ Ψs(A). The moduli of these rings satisfy

m(Ks),m(K ′s) ≥ s
ln r
2π

.

Therefore the map H∗i ◦ h−1
s may be extended to a conformal embedding Ĥi from

Ks ∪K ′s into SOi . Thus for all large s the set Ĥi(Ks ∪K ′s) contains the point α.
This contradicts the number of marked points of the component SD\A.

Hence the set SOi\Hi(B) consists of two punctured disks W i
1 and W i

2 without
marked points. Therefore we conclude that the set Wi = P−1

Rγ
(W i

1 ∪W i
2) is the full

orbit of two components wi1 and wi2 ⊂Wi ∩Oi touching the point x. The map Rnγ
restricted to any component of Wi is one-to-one. �

This Claim implies that the map Hi defines a continuous map on any component
β of ∂Di∩P−1

R (∂A) and Hi(xβ) = Hi(yβ), where xβ ∪ yβ = ∂β. On β\∂β the map
Hi is a homeomorphism.

Denote by B∗ the set SD\γ. Then B∗ ⊃ B (⊃ {B1 ∪ B2} in the parabolic
case). Let Ψ∗i be a diffeomorphism from B∗ on SOi coinciding with H∗ on B. This
diffeomorphism is unique up to isotopy on B∗.

Note that actually Ψ∗i is a limit of {hil} since, by construction, the homeomor-
phisms hi have locally uniformly bounded distortion on any compact subset in B∗.

Then Ψ∗i may be lifted from the component D∗i of D\P−1
R (γ) containing the set

Di to a diffeomorphism Ψi from D∗i onto Oi conjugating the action Rn with the
action Rnγ . Let C be a component of D∗i \Di and β = ∂C∩P−1

R (γ), then Ψi(C∪β) =
w for some w ∈Wi. Define Ψi on β as Ψi(∂β). Then it is easy to see that by means
of the actions of Rn and Rnγ we obtain a continuous map from D∗i ∪{D∗i ∩P−1

R (γ)}
onto Oi. If β ∈ D∗i ∪D∗j ∩P−1

R (γ), then Ψi(β) = Ψj(β) by construction. Therefore
the maps Ψi define a continuous map Ψ from

⋃
i{D∗i ∪{D∗i ∩P

−1
R (γ)}} onto

⋃
iOi,

which semi-conjugates the action Rk with the action Rkγ . By induction we complete
this proposition. �

Theorem 1.1. Let R be a rational map with connected Julia set and no superat-
tractive periodic domains. Let γ1, . . . , γn ⊂ SR be a family of closed simple geodesics
with γi∩γj = ∅ if i 6= j. Assume that the pinching deformation Rγ1,...,γn does exist.
Then there is a continuous map h from F(R) into C such that h is a diffeomorphism
on F(R)\{

⋃
i P
−1
R (γi)} and

h ◦R = Rγ1,...,γn ◦ h.

Moreover h maps each connected component of
⋃
i P
−1
R (γi) to a single point.

Proof. Let {Rni} be a convergent pinching subsequence of rational maps. Then,
(1) critical points of Rni converge uniformly to critical points of Rγ1,...,γn ,
(2) non-repelling periodic points of Rni converge uniformly to non-repelling pe-

riodic points of Rγ1,...,γn , and
(3) the repelling periodic points of large enough period converge to the repelling

periodic points of Rγ1,...,γn by Lemma 1.2.
Thus we conclude that there exists a subsequence {hi} ⊂ {hni} converging on

F(R)\
⋃
i P
−1
R (Ai) to a non-constant conformal map, where Ai ⊂ SR are some

annular neighborhoods of γi, respectively. The argument given in Proposition 1.1
completes the proof. �
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Theorem 1.1 implies that if a pinching deformationRγ does exist along a geodesic
γ, then the set P−1

R (γ) does not contain finitely many components whose closure
separates the Riemann sphere. This is an important observation for the remainder
of the proofs.

Let R ∈W2 and R1 ∈ qcJ (R). Let D be a component of F(R1) and x ∈ ∂D be
an accessible periodic point with at least two independent accesses.

Under the assumptions we have, there is either one geodesic γ and two main
components β1 and β2 of the lifting of γ defining the different accesses to x, or
there are two geodesics γ1 and γ2 with main components β1 and β2 defining two
different accesses to x, respectively. Again, consider pinching along either γ or
γ1∪γ2. If either Rγ or Rγ1,γ2 does exist, then Theorem 1.1 gives a continuous map
h from D into C semi-conjugating R with Rγ . The restriction of h on the closure
of any component of P−1

R (γ) is a constant map. In both cases the set β1 ∪ β2

defines a closed Jordan curve separating C such that both components B1 and B2

of C\{β1 ∪ β2} contain points of J(R1). Hence we have

h|{β1∩β2} = const

and we loose a portion of the Julia set by taking a limit. This contradicts Lemma
1.2, and proves the case when R ∈W2. �

3) R ∈ W3. Consider R1 and the geodesics generating accesses from D1 and D2

to periodic points x and y, respectively. Again pinching along these geodesics gives
the desired contradiction. The case R ∈W3 is done. �

Proof of Corollary A. To start with we consider the Blaschke maps with con-
nected Julia sets.

Proposition 1.2. Let B be a Blaschke map of degree d > 2 with connected Julia
set, and Fix(B) be the set of fixed repelling points of B. Let the component S∆ ⊂ SB
associated with unit disk ∆ be either a torus with d−1 punctured points or a sphere
with d+ 1 punctured points. Then for any point x ∈ Fix(B) there exists a geodesic
γx ⊂ S∆ such that the main component βx of the lift of γx lands at the point x.
Moreover βx ∩ βy = ∅ for x 6= y ∈ Fix(B).

Proof. Let S and T be natural generators of π1(T∆) (in the parabolic case T is the
natural generator of π1(Sp∆)) such that P ∗B(B) = T .

Let γ1, . . . , γd−1 be different geodesics on S∆ freely homotopic to T on T∆ such
that S∆\{

⋃
i γi} consists of the union of non-degenerate rings with only one punc-

ture. In the parabolic case let γ1, . . . , γd−2 be different geodesics on S∆ freely
homotopic to T on Sp∆ such that S∆\{

⋃
i γi} consists of two twice punctured

disks (each disk containing exactly one puncture of Sp∆) and the union of non-
degenerate rings with only one puncture.

Now, let βi be the main components of the lifting of γi, respectively. Then,
(1) βi is the unique main component of P−1

B (γi);
(2) βi lands at some point xi ∈ Fix(B);
(3) B(βi) = βi and B|βi is one-to-one.
Assume that two βi 6= βj land at a common point y. Then the interior L ⊂ ∆ of

the loop βi∪βj ⊂ ∆ contains at least one critical point of B. But L cannot contain
components of B−n(βi ∪ βj) for any n ≥ 0, because L ∩ ∂∆ = y. The conditions
(1)–(3) imply B(L) = L and B|L is one-to-one, a contradiction. �
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Now let R ∈W2 ∪W3 and N(R) be the minimal integer such that for the map
R1 = RN(R) in the definition of W2 ∪W3 the domains D,D1, D2 are invariant,
the periodic points x and y are fixed, and all accesses to the points x and y from
D,D1, D2 are invariant as well.

By Lemma 1 we find a rational map R2 ∈ qcJ(R1) such that the Fatou set of
R2 does not contain a superattractive periodic domain. If O is a periodic domain
of F(R2) and x ∈ O is a critical point, then R′′2 (x) 6= 0 and the forward orbit of
x does not intersect the forward orbit of any other critical point (or a periodic
point, whenever O is an attractive periodic domain). Then in the case R2 ∈ W2

the component SD ⊂ SR2 is either a torus with d − 1 punctures or a sphere with
d − 3 punctures, where d = deg{R2|D}. In the case R2 ∈ W3 we have a similar
conclusion for SD1 and SD2 .

Therefore, we complete the proof of Corollary A by considering the Blaschke
models for either the actions R2 : D → D or the actions R2 : Di → Di, i = 1, 2,
and applying Proposition 1.2 and Theorem A. �

2. Example A

Let R be a rational map with a completely invariant domain D ⊂ F(R) and let
T(SR) = T(SD) × T(S1) × · · · × T(Sn) be the Teichmüller space of the Riemann
surface SR. Then (see [S]) there is a branched covering π from T(SR) into Ratd.
In the absence of invariant line fields on J(R) the image π(T(SR)) coincides with
qc(R).

Let SD ⊂ SR be the component associated with D and µ ∈ T(SD) be a conformal
structure. Denote by Bµ the set {(ω, ν1, . . . , νn) ∈ T(SD) × T(S1) × · · · ×T(Sn);
ω ≡ µ}. Then we have the following simple conclusion.

Proposition 2.1. Let R be a rational map with a completely invariant domain D
and µ ∈ T(SD) be a conformal structure. Then the closure of π(Bµ) in Ratd is a
compact subset.

Proof. Let Ri be any sequence from π(Bµ) and hi be a sequence of quasiconformal
automorphisms of the Riemann sphere such that Ri = hi ◦R1 ◦h−1

i , where h1 = id.
Then we can assume that

(1) the maps hi are conformal on the completely invariant domain D1 of R1;
(2) the point ∞ belongs to D1 and hi(z) = z +O(1/z) for z →∞.

In other words the maps {hi|D1} define a normal family. Let R∞ be a limit map
for a subsequence {Rij}. Then R∞ is a rational map. If H∞ is a limit map for
{hij |D1}, then by (2) H∞ 6= const and R∞ = H∞ ◦ R ◦ H−1

∞ on H∞(D1). We
conclude that deg(R) = deg(R∞). The proposition is proved. �
Case 1. Let R1 and R2 ∈ qcJ(R1) be parabolic degree two maps with connected
Julia sets. Let h1 and h2 be conformal maps from completely invariant domains D1

and D2 respectively onto the upper half plane mapping the parabolic fixed points
onto ∞, respectively, and such that h1 ◦R1 ◦ h−1

1 = h2 ◦ R2 ◦ h−1
2 = z − 1

z . If h is
a quasiconformal map from the definition of qcJ(R), then H = h2 ◦ h ◦ h−1

1 is the
identity on the real line (since H preserves the orientation, commutes with z − 1

z
and fixes the point ∞). Therefore by setting

ĥ =

{
h−1

2 ◦ h1 on D1;
h on Uh\D1
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we obtain an extension of h to D1. The arguments of Proposition 2.1 complete the
proof of the case (1).

Case 2. Let S be an invariant union of periodic Fatou components for a given
rational map R. Suppose that ∂S contains a periodic point x of period n. Consider
the accesses from interior of S to x. An access (x, [γ]) is periodic if there is an
integer k > 1, such that the access (Rk(x), [Rk(γ)]) defines the same access (x, [γ]).
Then following [GM] we say that the periodic point x has a combinatorial rotation
number p

q if there is a periodic access (x, [γ]), such that γ performs a p
q rotation

around x under iterations of Rn.
Let R be a parabolic degree two map with connected Julia set. Assume that R

has an attractive periodic point z of the period k ≥ 2. Then R has a repelling fixed
point x with non-trivial combinatorial rotation number α = p

k . Choose R1 = Rk.
Then Proposition 1.2 and Theorem A imply that the space qcJ(R1) is unbounded
in Rat2k . This gives (2). This shows that Theorem B fails in general for maps from
W2. �

3. Proofs of Theorem B and Corollary B

Definition 3.1. Let D be an invariant attractive domain for a given rational map
R. An annulus C ⊂ D is called a fundamental domain if PR(C) = SD and the
restriction of PR to the interior of C is one-to-one and to ∂C is two-to-one.

A fundamental domain C is called tame if the interior of C contains all critical
values of R in D and all first hits of the forward orbits of critical points belonging
to the back orbit of D minus the back orbit of the attractive point z ∈ D.

Remark 3.1. LetD be an attractive periodic domain of periodm for a given rational
map R and suppose there are no critical points in the forward orbit of D whose
forward orbits intersect. Then there is a tame fundamental domain C ⊂ D for Rm

(see [Mak, Theorem 1]).

Proposition 3.1. Let B : ∆ → ∆ be a hyperbolic Blaschke map of degree d ≥ 2
with connected Julia set. Assume the number critical values of B in the unit disk
∆ is greater than d−1

2 . Then any two fixed points x and y ∈ ∂∆ are independent
accessible from ∆.

Proof. Denote by FixB the set of all repelling fixed points of B and fix a tame
fundamental domain C. Consider the torus T∆. Let π1(T∆) be generated by
S = [PB(∂C)] and T = P ∗B(B). Further, as in Proposition 1.2, let γ1, . . . , γm be
different geodesics on S∆ freely homotopic to T and such that S∆\{

⋃
i γi} is a union

of non-degenerate annuli with only one puncture. Then the main components βi of
the geodesics γi land at different repelling fixed points of B. Denote by A the set
of all these points. Then card(A) > d−1

2 .
Now, let α ⊂ S∆ ⊂ T∆ be a geodesic freely homotopic to S and let A ⊂ S∆ be

a small annular neighborhood of S. Consider the twist map ϕ : A → A, given by

ϕ(t, θ) = (t, θ + 2π(t− 1))

in the annular coordinates 〈t, θ〉 , 1 ≤ t ≤ 2, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π on A. Then tameness of
the fundamental domain C implies that

(1) ϕ may be extended to a homeomorphism Φ : ∆→ ∆ commuting with B and
(2) Φ|∂∆ is a map of order d− 1. In other words Φ acts transitively on the set of

fixed points of B.
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Now our goal is to show the existence of the integer k < d− 1 such that Φk(A)
contains both points x and y.

Without loss of generality we may assume that x ∈ A. Let n1 = 0 < n2 < · · · <
nm < d− 1 be a collection of non-negative integers such that Φni(x) 6= x for i 6= 1
and Φni(x) ∈ A. Assume that y /∈

⋃m
i=1 Φni(A). Then the points yi = Φ−ni(y) /∈ A

for i = 1, . . . ,m. But m > d−1
2 and hence card(FixB) ≥ card(A ∪ {

⋃m
i=1 yi}) >

m+ d−1
2 > d− 1, a contradiction. �

Now, return back to Theorem B. Let N be min(L(D1), L(D2)). We use Lemma
1 to find a rational map R1 ∈ qcJ(R) ⊂W3 such that

(1) the respective periodic domains of F(R) (again denoted by D1 and D2) are
attracting;

(2) there are no critical points in forward orbits of D1 and D2 having common
full orbit;

(3) if `j is a number of punctures of SDj , then

2`j > dj1d
j
2 . . . d

j
L(Dj)−1 − 1.

Suppose SD1 = SD2 . Then it is easy to see that all accesses to x and y from D1

and D2 are RN1 -invariant. If h is a Riemann map from D1 onto the unit disk ∆
and B = h ◦ RN1 ◦ h−1 : ∆ → ∆ is the Blaschke model for RN1 : D1 → D1, then
there are two different fixed points x′ and y′ on ∂∆ such that limr→1 h(rx′) = x
and limr→1 h(ry′) = y. We observe that B satisfies the assumptions of Proposition
3.1. Thus Proposition 3.1 and Theorem A complete the proof of this case.

Suppose SD1 and SD2 are different. If we show that all accesses from D1 and
D2 to the points x and y are invariant, then by the argument above we complete
the proof of Corollary B.

One can show (using a linearization near the point x) that if one access from
either D1 or D2 is invariant, then all accesses from D1 and D2 are invariant.

Let B be the component of C\D1 containing D2. Then RkN1 (D2) ⊂ B for all k.
Therefore the accesses from D1 to x and y are invariant. Theorem B and Corollary
B are proved. �

4. Proof of Theorem C and Corollary C

Let R : ∂∆ → ∂∆ be a continuous endomorphism. Choose a natural order
on ∂∆, that is x = exp(2iπt) ≤ y = exp(2iπθ) if 0 ≤ t ≤ θ < 1. Let X =
(x1 < x2 < · · · < xn) be a periodic cycle of R of period n and assume there is
no k < n such that Rk(xi) = xi for any i. Denote by 〈x, y〉 the arc going from
x to y in the counterclockwise direction. A map fX is called a linearization of
R with respect to X if fX(xi) = R(xi) and the map fX is linear on the arcs
〈xi, xi+1〉 in the coordinates 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π, where x = exp(2iπθ) ⊂ ∂∆. It is clear
that if R(z) = zd, for some d > 1 and R|〈xi,xi+1〉 is one-to-one for some i, then
fX |〈xi,xi+1〉 = R|〈xi,xi+1〉.

Further we say that a periodic cycle X = (x1, . . . , xn) of a continuous endomor-
phism R of unit circle admits a combinatorial number (or combinatorial rotation
number, however this term is already occupied) α = p

n , where p
n is in lowest terms,

if for any i = 1, . . . , n the interior of the arc 〈xi, R(xi)〉 contains (p − 1) points of
X . It is clear that the linearization of a periodic cycle X is a homeomorphism iff X
admits a combinatorial number. In this case fX preserves the natural orientation
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of the unit circle ∂∆ and is piecewise linear. Hence the map z → |z|dfX(arg(z)) is
quasiconformal.

Theorem C is an immediate corollary of Theorem A and the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let R(z) = zd, d ≥ 2 and X = (x1 < · · · < xn), n > 1 a periodic
cycle. Then X has a combinatorial number if and only if there exists a Blaschke
map B and a homeomorphism h : ∂∆→ ∂∆ such that B = h ◦R(z) ◦ h−1 and the
periodic cycle X ′ = h(X) is geodesically accessible from the unit disk ∆.

Proof. The direction “⇐” is obvious.
Suppose that X has a combinatorial number p

n . Then R(xi) = xi+p for all i.
Let f be the linearization of R with respect to X . Denote by g the map z →
|z|df(arg(z)). If ri is a radius going from the point xi to zero, then g(ri) = R(ri).

Choose 0 < t < 1 and rings C0
t = {z, td ≤ |z| ≤ t} and C1

t = {z, td2 ≤ |z| ≤ td}.
Then R(C0

t ) = g(C0
t ) = C1

t . Denote by αji the segments ri∩Cjt . Then R|α0
i

= g|α0
i
.

Denote by Dj
t the disk components in ∆\Cjt , respectively.

Now, our goal is to construct a branched covering F from ∆ to ∆ such that

(1) F = R on the ring component of ∆\C0
t and

(2) F|(∂D0
t∪(

⋃
i α

0
i ))

= g|(∂D0
t∪(

⋃
i α

0
i ))

.

Construction. Denote by ∆j
i the piece of CjT between αji and αji+1 in counter-

clockwise direction.

(1) Set F := R on ∆\C0
t .

(2) If R(∆0
i ) = ∆1

i+p, then by definition of g we have R|∆0
i

= g|∆0
i
. In this case

we set

F := g on the set ∆0
i .

(3) Let R(∆0
i ) ⊃ ∆1

i+p and R(∆0
i ) 6= ∆1

i+p. Then R(∆0
i ) = C1

t . Let ni be the
degree of the covering R(∆0

i )→ ∆1
i+p. Choose any point z1

i ∈ ∆1
i+p and some

point z0
i ∈ R−1(z1

i ) ∈ ∆0
i . Let `i ⊂ ∆1

i be an arc going from z1
i to the point

yi of the intersection of α1
i+p and the circle {|z| = td} (see Figure 2). Let

ω1
i < · · · < ωnii be the points of R−1(yi) ∩∆0

i and let `ki ⊂ ∆0
i be arcs going

from the point z0
i to ωki , respectively (see Figure 1). Let γji ⊂ {|z| = t} be the

arcs
〈
ωki , ω

k+1
i

〉
and γni ⊂ {|z| = t} be the arc {∆0

i ∩ {|z| = t}}\
⋃ni−1
j γji .

Consider a partition of ∆0
i and ∆1

i into sets as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Define
a map F on these sets as follows.

(a) Set F := g on V .
(b) Consider W. Let Ψ be a quasiregular branched covering from W onto W1

mapping `ji onto `i such that on any component of W\
⋃
j `
j

i the map Ψ is
one-to-one and z0

i is the unique point of branching for Ψ of local degree ni
(see Figure 3). Then we set

F := Ψ on W.

(c) Consider Uk. Then ∂Uk = βk∪γki , where βk ∈ ∂W . The mapR|γki ∪Ψ|βk maps
∂Uk onto ∂W1 ∪∂D0

t . Let φk be a map from Uk onto D0
t \W1 quasiconformal
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i
n - 1ω

i
n

0

i

V
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Λ
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β

ααι+1
0
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0
i

Figure 1. The region ∆0
i

l
i

α
i + 1 + p

0

α
i + p 

0
W

1

Λ
1

V
1

z1
i

Figure 2. The region ∆1
i , here V 1 = g(V )

on the interior of Uk and coinciding on γki and βk with R and Ψ, respectively.
Then we set:

F := φk on Uk, respectively.
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Z

Z

.

.

n
i

W

w
1

w2

Ψ

W
1

..
. .

.
.

Figure 3. The homeomorphisms w1 and w2 are quasiconformal

(d) Finally consider Λ. The boundary of Λ consists of γni ∪α∪β, where α ⊂ ∂V
and β⊂∂W . The map R|γki∪g|α∪Ψ|β maps ∂Λ onto ∂Λ1 =∂

{
∆1
i+p\W1\V1

}
.

Let Φ be a map mapping Λ onto Λ1, coinciding with R, g and Ψ on γki , α and
β, respectively and which is a quasiconformal homeomorphism on the interior
of Λ. Then we set:

F|Λ = Φ.

Thus by induction we constructed a map from ∆\D0
t onto ∆. Now consider

the ring C1
t . Then F is a one-to-one map of the circle {|z| = td} onto the circle

{|z| = td
2}. Let δ(z) = tdz be a map from D0

t onto D1
t and H be a quasiconformal

automorphism of C1
t such that

H ◦ F ◦H−1|{|z|=td} = δ|{|z|=td}.

Then the union
⋃
i{
⋃
n δ

n(H(α1
i ))} forms n arcs β1, . . . , βn such that H(α1

i ) ⊂
βi, βi ∩ βj = ∅ for i 6= j and δ(βi) = βi+p.
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Now, we glue D0
t with δ to ∆\D1

t with F by H to produce a topological disk D
and a branched covering Φ : D → D. Construct an invariant conformal structure
µ on {D0

t ∪ {∆\D1
t }}
/
H by Φ starting with the standard one on δ(D1

t ). Since F is
holomorphic on ∆\D0

t the structure µ has a bounded distortion. The Measurable
Riemann Mapping Theorem gives a conformal map φ : (D,µ)→ (∆, σ0), where σ0

is the standard conformal structure on ∆. Then B = φ ◦ Φ ◦ φ−1 is a Blaschke
map and the arcs γi = φ(βi ∪ {z ∈ ri, rd < |z|}) go from the attractive point to the
periodic cycle φ(X). By construction the arcs project onto a closed Jordan curve
γ′ ⊂ S∆ ⊂ SB , and the geodesic γ is homotopic to γ′ as desired. �
Remark 4.1. In the theorem above we constructed the Blaschke map possibly hav-
ing critical points of local degree bigger than 2. However, quasiconformal surgery
shows that for any structurally stable Blaschke map B, any periodic cycle of B
having a combinatorial number is geodesically accessible. Thus, in Theorem 4.1 we
may take B to be structurally stable.

Now we complete the proof of Theorem C. Let B be the Blaschke model for
Rk : D → D, where k = L(D) and h is the conjugating conformal map. Let
X = (x1, . . . , xn) ⊂ ∂∆ be a periodic point satisfying limr→1 h(rxi) = x for any i.
Then X has a combinatorial number m

n = −p
q or in other words m

n = q−p
q , where

p
q is the combinatorial rotation number of x. Further, the assumption (2) of the
theorem and Lemma 1 allow us to assume that S∆ ⊂ SB is a (d − 1)-punctured
torus, where d = di0 . Therefore Proposition 3.1, Remark 3.1, and Theorem A
complete the proof of Theorem C.

Corollary C. By Theorem A one can assume that the Julia set of R is connected.
Assume that all fixed points x /∈ D are repelling. Then by a result of Erëmenko

and Levin [EL] all fixed points of R are accessible from the domain D. Thus there
exists at least one fixed point, say x, admitting a non-trivial combinatorial number.
Then Lemma 1 and Theorem C completes this case.

Now, let x be an attractive fixed point and let D1 be a corresponding attractive
invariant domain. Then ∂D1 is a quasicircle. Further, let Y = (y1, y2) ⊂ ∂D1 be
a periodic cycle of period two. Then Y admits the trivial combinatorial rotation
number with respect to D ∪D1.

Let B and B1 be the Blaschke models for R : D → D and R : D1 → D1 and h1

and h2 be the corresponding conformal maps. Then the points X = (x1, x2) and
X ′ = (x′1, x

′
2) ∈ ∂∆ satisfying limr→1 h1(rxi) = limr→1 h2(rx′i) = yi are periodic

for B and B1, respectively and have combinatorial numbers = 1
2 . Then again

Theorem C and Remark 3.1 completes this case together with Corollary C. �
Remark 4.2. It is easy to see that the above argument also works in the parabolic
case except when deg(R|D1) = 2.
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